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Motivation and background

 We wanted to understand, and reflect on the role of the engaged 
researcher from a critical realism perspective

 Four cases, all four cases concerned with the relationship between 
information technology and the changing nature of work

 Different contexts and professions but similar challenges



Interest and research question

 Focusing on the driving forces behind engaged research, such as 
action research, how such research really is conducted and what 
the action entails and to shed light on some of the difficulties of 
engaged research while also discussing the complexity of the role

 The research question is: what does the role of researchers in 
engaged research include over time? 

 The main contribution is outlined in an in-depth understanding of the 
role of an engaged researcher which is illustrated through main 
‘trade-offs’ within the role of the engaged researcher



Four cases

 The research is based on the experience from four qualitative 
research projects spanning several years, where we have studied 
four different public organizations and the digital work of the 
professionals in these organizations: 

1. resident physicians in hospitals from an engaged research approach, 

2. home care and healthcare organization from an action research 
approach,

3. communication specialists in municipalities from an engaged 
scholarship approach 

4. schoolteachers from an action research approach. The four cases are 
conducted in Sweden and span five years of heavily engaged and 
action-oriented research each



Engaged/Action Research 
Approach

a participatory form of research 
where the researcher takes an 
active part and engage with people 
in practice
 Role of the researcher: detached 

and external or attached and 
internal 

 Purpose of research: describe 
and explain or design and control 

(Mathiassen & Nielsen 2008, Van de Ven 2007)



Critical realism perspective on the 
role of the researcher: three themes

 the push and pull of the roles of the researcher; juggling several roles 
at the same time. 

 the pendulation between the inside-out and outside-in view and 
balancing detachment and attachment while doing research

 the struggle of knowing when enough data has been gathered in 
engaged research and action research and about making the 
decision about when to leave the soup



The push and pull of the roles of the 
researcher

 The study design is thus framed within the context of doing research as a third-party 
doctoral student, as the Ph.D. project specifically aims to promote collaboration between 
practice and academia. The point of departure was to identify a re-search need that 
addresses a practical project within the scope of information systems (IS) and workplace 
learning in healthcare. While this approach has benefits in terms of access to empirical 
data and a research site, as well as anchoring the research in practice, there are 
challenges that arise from doing research while working. The influence from practice and 
stakeholders on the research, while not without problems, was acknowledged and 
addressed in all studies, being a common way to do research in IS and related fields. 
However, the engaged and interdisciplinary approach can make it hard to put boundaries 
on the topic, given the many possibilities of this situated research. An approach wherein 
the researcher plays an active role engaged with people in practice is consistent with an 
applied research Ph.D. project, as it bridges the challenges of being in practice while 
conducting research. A defining characteristic of this approach is that it draws on the 
perspectives of key stakeholders in a real-world situation and develops knowledge 
specifically to address it.

 Essentially about the push and pull of the roles of the researcher and about juggling several 
roles at the same time



The pendulation between inside-
out and outside-in view 

 My main supervisor was the project manager for the overall project EU-
initiative which my empirical study nr.1 was drawn from. Included in that 
overall EU-initiative, was the home care project [empirical case nr.1 in the 
other excerpt] (for which I was project manager) and the home care 
project was one of several sub-projects which gave my main supervisor 
insight into my work in [empirical case nr.1]. My co-supervisors have thereby 
acted as outsiders when discussing the findings from empirical case nr.1. 
One of my co-supervisors was a part of the other project [empirical case 
nr.2 in the other excerpt] in the beginning, which gave my co-supervisor 
insights into my work in empirical case nr.2. In relation to the results of that 
study, my other two supervisors (my main supervisor and my other co-
supervisor) acted as outsiders when discussing the results from empirical 
case nr.2.

 Essentially about understanding the pendulation between the inside-out 
and outside-in view and balancing detachment and attachment while 
doing research 



The struggle of knowing when 
enough data has been gathered
 The combination of doing research while engaged in practice has been 

important to the thesis and outcomes of the PhD project. Working in close 
collaboration and participation with relevant stakeholders at the hospital has 
guided and validated my research in terms of regular collegial feedback, 
avoiding misconceptions that might arise from a less engaged effort. I have 
been able to present and discuss preliminary research findings in a professional 
setting outside of academia. The broader perspective provided valuable 
knowledge and insights for the synthesis in the cover chapter. At the same time, 
I am aware of difficulties with engaged research and the complexity of the role, 
where the purpose is to contribute to both theory and practice. I have been 
transparent about my role in all work activities and projects related to my 
research at the hospital. The papers included in the thesis did not involve 
interventions directly aimed at changing the practices of participants but may 
have been affected by my role and connection to the hospital.

 Essentially about the struggle of knowing when enough data has been 
gathered in engaged research and action research and about making the 
decison about when to leave the ”soup”. 



Questions and next step

 Critical realism; a valuable addition to being the fly in 
the soup?
 Critical realism (CR) is presented as an alternative “philosophical 

underpinning for IS research” (Carlsson 2011, p. 269), developed as an 
alternative to positivism as well as constructivism

 Taking a ‘critical’ view means to study the underlying mechanisms 
behind the observable, to understand how to succeed or obtain 
desired change … asks questions of how, why, in what circumstances 
and for whom … understanding contexts, settings and mechanisms and 
unpacking the mechanisms of the complexity of IS research (Carlsson 
2011 p. 275)

 Critical realism has been suggested as an alternative theoretical 
foundation, that allows an analytical dualism between structure and 
action, useful for the study of socio-technical practices (Leonardi, 2013)



Thank you for listening 
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